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Hello & Welcome…
We are delighted to offer you our New Natural and Outdoor Play Catalogue, filled
with our latest Natural and Outdoor Play products, and well as innovative products
that can be used indoors and out.

Don’t forget to check out our website for our full range of quality and durable
Nursery furniture. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
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The Super
Spaceship
Get ready to zoom off to your nearest adventure. Where will
you travel? Will it be to outer space or forward in time? This
sturdy rocket is made from Scandinavian Redwood and inside
is a control panel to enter your coordinates and guide your
mission. There are circular domes for that extra space feel. A
wonderful den type structure that will ignite imaginations and
inspire creativity. Minimal assembly required. Suitable for all
ages. Delivery 4-6 weeks.

Size: H190 x W120 x D120cm.

EY06062 €2699.99

Built in window to let in light
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Outdoor Wooden Truck
Where shall we travel today? Will it be the jungle, to
a story location or to a favourite holiday destination?
This beautifully crafted vehicle is a lovely catalyst for
the imagination. Children can pretend to travel. It
can be a bus, a truck or whatever their imagination
wants. It is also functional as it makes a great
place to read, chat or rest a while, either sitting in
the front or in the back. It makes a great outdoor
seat as well as a large outdoor role play resource.
Made from Scandinavian Redwood. Please note:
Accessories not included. Supplied ready assembled,
simply attach the wheels. For ages 12mths+.

Size: L190 x W105 x H85cm. Delivery 4-6 weeks.

EY06051 €2019.99

The truck doubles up as a reading corner
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Outdoor Wooden Caravan
Step inside and be transferred to a cosy house,
roofed with an acrylic window to the sky. Accessorise
to make it a lovely home area. The simple,
open-ended, quality design lends itself to being
transformed into a home, a shop or even a messy
corner. There’s a sink with a removable bowl where
concoctions can be created. Simply wash the mud
and gloop away when you are finished. There’s
also a cooker, a high shelf for pots and pans, and a
corner shelf for accessories. Children will love playing
in this beautifully made caravan. Add a rug and
some cushions and you will have a fabulous outdoor
reading den. A versatile resource that children will
love. Made from Scandinavian Redwood. Contents
not included. Supplied ready assembled, simply
attach the wheels. For ages 12mths+.

Size: L200 x W100 x H160cm. Delivery 4-6 weeks.

EY06052 €1899.99
Built-in sink and hob

Acrylic roof makes a light airy space

A handy corner shelf
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Outdoor Role
Play Centre
This open-ended wooden structure will make a fantastic addition
to your outdoor role play area. What will it be today – a home
corner, shop, busy garage or simply a cosy den? The open design
will lend itself to many different possibilities. A carpet made from
Astroturf is included, so the Role Play Centre can be enjoyed on a
concrete surface, or on grass to stop the area underneath getting
muddy. The roof is slatted so mobiles and weaving shapes can be
hung from it, or peg some fabric on top to make a cosy space.
Made from European Redwood (FSC), beautifully finished for a
quality appearance. The wood has a 10 year guarantee against
rot and insect damage. Size: L2 x D1m, front H1.5m sloping to
rear H1.3m. Will need two or more people to assemble. Delivery
4-6 weeks.

EY04148 Available in Europe only €1079.95

Use as a cosy reading zone

Create a unique outdoor home corner
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Create a cosy outdoor den

This enchanting den brings hours of excitement and
enjoyment as children use their imaginations to take
them to a magical land or a cosy woodland retreat.
With character windows on both sides and an artificial
grass roof, this happening hideaway really does look
the part. Ideal for younger children, or where space is
more limited.
Made from pre-treated Scandinavian Redwood and top
quality parts, the Mini Explorer House will provide an
attractive feature in your outdoor space for many years
to come. Designed to be free standing on a flat surface.
Adult supervision required. Delivered assembled in up
to 6 weeks.
Size: W152 x D108 x H100cm.
FU06839 €3374.99

Mini Explorer House

Shelters & Dens
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1 Outdoor Rooms
Help divide up your outdoor space to provide different
provision simultaneously. Transform each corner into
a myriad of different play spaces. From a mud kitchen
to outdoor role play, or investigation to a mark making
zone. A great addition to a large outdoor space or a
handy way to provide extra provision in a small space.
FU08205 €1889.99

2 Outdoor Pod
Children will love to explore and be creative with this
outdoor pod. There is a feeling of a cosy, secure space
that is removed from the wider world. It features four
different surfaces for writing or painting: chalkboard (on
one of the sides and on the ceiling inside), whiteboard,
acrylic and mirror. Great for improving your children’s
drawing and writing skills and also encourages
cooperative and collaborative drawing. Made from
Scandinavian Redwood Timber. Robust design. Suitable
for outdoor use. Delivered to your door, you may need
to arrange for some helpers to position this heavy item
exactly where you want it. Delivered assembled. Must be
installed on flat ground. Delivery 4 weeks. Suitable for
children aged 3+ years. Size: L110 x W96 x H100cm.
FU06847 €1349.99

2

Create areas in which children can sit and chat with friends

1

Shelters & Dens
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1 Nursery Explore & Climb
Unit

This beautiful explore and climb
unit will be a real hit with your
younger children. They will enjoy
exploring this sturdy wooden
structure and navigating their way
to the top and down again and
through the tunnel underneath.
It’s great for developing gross
motor skills and exploration. With
its coloured perspex circles it really
will transform any outdoor space.
Made from Scandinavian Redwood
timber. You may need to arrange
for some helpers to position this
heavy item exactly where you want
it. Self-assembly. Must be installed
on flat ground. Delivery 4-6 weeks.
For ages 2yrs+
Size: L264 x W187 x H150cm.
FU06874 €3779.99

2 Outdoor Toddler
Bridge

Your toddlers will enjoy walking
over and around this sturdy and
durable wooden bridge. It’s great
for developing gross motor skills
and exploration and can be used to
link different areas of your outdoor
space. Made from Scandinavian
Redwood timber. Delivered fully
assembled to your door, you may
need to arrange for some helpers
to position this heavy item exactly
where you want it. Will need to be
placed on a flat surface. Delivery
4-6 weeks.
Size: L165 x W88 x H89cm.
FU06873 €944.99

3 Outdoor Toddler Steps and
Ramp

Your toddlers will enjoy walking up
and down this sturdy and durable
outdoor wooden unit. It’s great for
developing gross motor skills and
exploration.

Made from Scandinavian Redwood
Timber. Delivered to your door,
you may need to arrange for some
helpers to position this heavy item
exactly where you want it. Self-
assembly. Will need to be placed
on a flat surface. For ages 12mths+.
Delivery 4-6 weeks.
Size: L155 x W105 x H180cm.
FU06875 €1889.99

2

1

2

3

Physical Development
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1 Small World Sandbox
A sand box with a difference!
Lift the lid to uncover a world
of exploration possibilities. With
removable dividers, the sandbox
can be divided in up to four
sections which could each be filled
with different materials such as
sand, leaves, fir cones or other
natural materials. Divide into two
or three or create just one big sand
box if you prefer. Put the lid back
on and it doubles up as a small
world play table. A 2cm lip around
the edge helps prevent cars or other
small world play pieces falling on
the ground. Made from pre-treated
Scandinavian Redwood. Suitable
for ages 3yrs+ (recommended
adult supervision). Delivered flat
with simple instructions to build
the frame, lid comes assembled,
no solid base but heavy duty
membrane provided. Delivery 4-6
weeks.

Size: W155 x D150 x H32cm.

FU06861 €999.99

2 Outdoor Active World Table
Designed to hold our Active World
Tray this wooden outdoor table is
ideal for a whole host of outdoor
learning opportunities. This robust
designed table also includes integral
storage underneath. Active World
Tray sold separately. Made from
Scandinavian Redwood timber.
Delivered assembled. Delivery 4-6
weeks. Size: L100 x W100 x H55cm.
Individual storage holes: L40 x D28
x H37cm.
FU06868 €944.99

3 Active World
Grass Mat

Ideal for both indoor or outdoor
use, this artificial grass mat really
does look like the real thing! Use
with your Active World Tray to
create a natural environment. Why
not use with small world buildings
and animals for a realistic farm
scene. The mat features a mix of
both green and brown tufts. The
mats are flexible and can be rolled
away between uses.

Size: 86cm Diameter
FU06924 €46.99

1 2

3

Discover & Explore
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These unusual planters with trellis in geometric shapes make an attractive
showcase but are also ideal where there’s limited space for a school garden.
Whether you use a different planter to grow different things, or allocate
a planter to a different group or class, you can label accordingly using the
chalkboard signs. Made from pre-treated Scandinavian Redwood with a
solid base, these durable planters are designed to be left outdoors whatever
the weather. An ideal height for younger children to work at. Planters can be
accessed from both sides. Delivered assembled.
Delivery 4-6 weeks. Size: Triangle: L134 x W60 x H116cm.
Hexagonal: L148 x W60 x H134cm. Square: L129 x W60 x H136cm.

Available in Europe only.

Geo Planters

FU06901 Triangle €739.99
FU06902 Hexagon €739.99

FU06903 Square €739.99
FU06859 Set of 3 €2024.99
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Ideal for both indoor or outdoor use, this range
of artificial grass mats really do look like the real
thing! Use to sit on outdoors to prevent muddy
areas, or create your own lawn area when using
inside. These mats have a soft texture, making it
comfortable for little bottoms to sit upon, and

features a realistic looking mix of both green and
brown tufts. The mats are flexible and can be
rolled away between uses. Each mat is UV stable
and suitable for
leaving outdoors. Please note: Other items
not included. Available in Europe only.

Artificial Grass Mats

FU06920 Square Mat - Size: 200 x 200cm €149.99
FU06853 Corner Mat - Size: 200 x 200cm €149.99
FU06921 Circle Mat - Size: 200cm diameter €149.99

Circle MatCorner Mat

Placement Mat

Square Mat

Wavy Mat

FU06923 Wavy Mat - Size: L200 x W90cm €94.99
FU06922 Circle Placement Mat - Size: 40cm Diameter, Single €21.99
FU06967 Circle Placement Mats - Size: 40cm Diameter 10 pk €121.99
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1 Curiosity Mirror
Peer into the five circles and
discover your reflection. A series of
mirrored spaces, some with ledges
to place objects. Place the mirror
at different heights and angles.
Made from wood and acrylic mirror
(includes fixings).
Size: W93 x H42cm.
EY06717 €109.95

2 Shade & Shelter Pod
A lovely place for babies and
toddlers to rest and play. The floor
has a soft texture. There is a canopy
to provide shade and shelter and
is made from a protective UV
material. It is easy to fold away
into its own bag. Wipe clean. Size:
Diameter 144cm.
Suitable from birth.
EY06239 €99.99

3 Baby Sun Shelter
A lovely place to provide shade
and shelter whilst still enabling
babies to enjoy the outdoors. The
shelter is large enough for several
babies to enjoy, and is tall enough
for an adult to sit at the entrance.
The shelter has a soft texture,
removable mat, and features
two mesh windows with roll up
curtains. It is easy to assemble
using the included 2 poles. Equally
it is quick to dismantle and has
its own bag for ease of storage.
Includes 4 ground pegs for outdoor
use. Made from UV protective
polyester with 50+ UPF sun
protection. Wipe clean.
Size: 140 x 140 x 140cm.
EY07035 €134.95

2

1

53

Outdoor Learning Environments
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1 Weaving Alphabet
Woven letters made from natural
materials. Hang from railings,
fences, trees, as mobiles etc to
reinforce literacy. They look great
decorated with ribbons and other
collage materials. Includes 26
letters a-z (lowercase). Made from
seagrass. Size: 16 x 9cm approx.
For ages 3yrs+.
EY01144 €56.95
2 Weaving Numbers
From 0-9, these woven numbers
can be hung almost anywhere and
be decorated with ribbons and
beads. H20cm. For ages 3yrs+.
EY01081 €44.95

3 Giant Weaving Numbers
These large beautifully woven
numbers, set 0-9, can be hung from
walls, railings, washing lines etc.
They can also be decorated with
ribbons and beads. H40cm approx.
For ages 3yrs+.
EY01157 €56.95

4 Giant Weaving Shapes
These large tactile weaving shapes
are ideal for outdoors. They can be
decorated with ribbons and beads
and are ideal to hang up from trees
or railings. Shapes include: square,
rectangle, circle and triangle.
Size: H40cm.
For ages 3yrs+.
EY01156 €36.95

SET OF

26

SET OF

10

2

3
SET OF

10

SET OF

4

1

4

Weaving
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SunflowerTree

1

1 NEW Animal Design
Outdoor Lacing Boards

Weave and create different
patterns with these chunky, foam
boards. Develop fine motor and
hand - eye coordination skills whilst
using different materials to weave
in and out of the animal shapes.
Designed to be used indoors and
out. Made from sturdy, wipe clean
foam. Try lacing with ribbon, string
cords and other materials.

EY06696 €26.99

2 Wonderful Weaving Frames
Weave colourful ribbon, glittering
materials, threads and beads
into these superb giant weaving
frames and produce shimmering
works of art which will transform
any plain playground walls into
creative activity areas. Made from
strong powder coated metal they
are designed to be a permanent
fixture outside for all weather play!
Available in 4 exciting designs: a
creepy crawly Spiders Web (size:
W95 x H95cm), stunning Sunflower
(size: diameter 95cm), fluttering
Butterfly (size: W97 x H75 cm) and
giant magical Tree (size:H138 x
W98cm). Supplied with fixings.
AR01506 Sunflower €189.95
AR01659 Tree €269.95

1

2

NEW

SET OF

4

Ideal for developing
fine motor skills

Weaving
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1 Outdoor Mark Making Daisies
Bright, attractive and weather resistant, these
colourful daisies will transform dull playground
fencing into an exciting and fun area for young
children to explore mark making. Made from strong
plastic, the centre of the flower has a ‘chalkboard’
finish, though all of the flower could be used.
Simply attach to fencing at the required height
through the pre-punched holes using cable ties
supplied.
Wipe clean. Set of five. Size: H100 x W80cm.
AR00805 €121.95

2 Outdoor Mark Making Chalkboards
Engage children’s imagination and create exciting
opportunities for energetic mark making using
our innovative chalk board range. Encourage
children to write independently and transform dull,
uninteresting playground fences into stimulating
outdoor mark making areas using these wipe-clean
shapes. Made from strong, weatherproof plastic,
these colourful chalkboards can be used outside - or
inside - all year round. Simply attach the boards to
your fencing at the desired height, using the cable
ties supplied, each board has pre-drilled holes. The
average board size is 74 x 74cm. Each set contains
5 fun designs.

AR01500 The Reef €121.95
AR01502 Minibeasts €121.95

3 Chalkboard Tree Set
Whether it’s for general mark making, early maths,
literacy or role play activities, this delightful set of
chalkboard trees, edged with plump, red apples will
engage children and encourage their creativity all
year round. Made from weatherproof Foamex,
simply attach to fencing or walls using the pre-
drilled holes. Cable ties supplied for fencing. Set
of 3.
Size: H100 x W80cm.
AR01682 €121.95

SET OF

5

SET OF

5

SET OF

3

Encourage creativity and transform your outdoor spaces

Mini Beasts

The Reef

Great for practising large movements and developing pre-writing skills

3

2

1

Outdoor Art
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1

1 Mark Making
Mirror Trees

Introduce this organic shaped
collection of mirrors into your
indoor and outdoor classroom
to stimulate explorative mark
making through shaving foam,
paint or chalkboard markers. Place
strategically in a room or outdoor
area to increase the feel of light
and space. Position at a low level
to enable toddlers to enjoy looking
at themselves, friends and use
for mark making. Pack of three.
Manufactured from 3mm quality
plastic safety mirror. Pre-drilled
holes for easy assembly. Fixings
not supplied. Largest size: 600 x
800mm.
AR02101 €134.95

2 NEW Illuminated Writing
Boards

Simply press the switch and your
writing, patterns or numbers will
become illuminated. The boards are
easily charged by returning them
to the hub. See an array of colours
glow as the lights make the marks
on the surface shine. An engaging
way of encouraging writing.

EY06939 €149.95

2

NEW

Mark Making
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1 Outdoor Wheelie Painters
A set of 4 painters to trundle
through paint or puddles. Each has
a different pattern to create various
designs on the playground or paper.
Children will love twisting and
turning with this giant art resource.
Set of 4. Size: H68 x W22cm.
For ages 3yrs+.
EY01230 4 pk €94.95

2 Giant Outdoor ‘Big Art’ Tools
Guaranteed to engage children’s
interest and imagination! Children
can get active and have fun
exploring ‘Big Art’ with these
innovative sets. Swirl, stamp, scrape
and twirl to create pattern, texture
and mark making on a grand scale
using our fantastic giant painters
and scrapers. Add long lengths of
paper, trays filled with paint and
enjoy art in the outdoors.
Giant Outdoor Pattern Scrapers
includes a set of four tools featuring
assorted ‘scraper’ designs, ideal
for use in both ready mixed paint,
water (puddles) and sand!
Giant Outdoor Texture Painters
includes a set of four assorted
textured heads to stamp, drag,
twist and twirl.
Tool size: L55 x W2.2cm.
For ages 3yrs+.
AR00798 €54.95
Giant Outdoor Pattern Scrapers - 4pk

AR00797 €54.95
Giant Outdoor Texture Painters - 4pk

3 Desktop Easel
This mini easel is ideal for use on a
table top or on the floor. Featuring
2 x A3 size clear boards for fun
finger painting, transfer printing and
tracing activities. Folds away for easy
storage. Size: W58 x H59cm.
AR00734 €134.95

Pattern Scrapers

4 designs

2

SET OF

4

SET OF

4

Create a large
outdoor canvas
artwork

Trundle through
puddles and see the
patterns they make

3

1

Mark Making
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1 Rainbow Water Cascade
A wonderful water cascade that
does not need to be permanently
installed. Practitioners can place
this where they wish. Children will
love using the two pumps which
are attached to the outer frame.
One tube fills the overhead coloured
dome and cascades water from
above, the side tubing acts as a
waterspout where the children can
fill water containers.
Imagine standing underneath
the dome with your umbrella or
collecting the rainfall with various
containers. It is a simple design that
allows the children to really enhance
and extend their waterplay and
have lots of fun.
Made from FSC Scandinavian
Redwood and Lexan, the structure
has a 10 year guarantee against rot
and insect damage. Made to order
and delivered direct to you, fully
assembled for your convenience.
Size: W120 x D90 x H170cm. For
ages 12mths+.
Rainbow Water Cascade includes
wooden frame, dome, pumps and
tubing; water containers and other
accessories sold separately. Please
note, the unit should be placed on
a solid surface or solid corner blocks
(not included).
EY05235 €1149.95

2 Natural Wooden Water
Channelling
These beautiful wooden water
channels make a fantastic addition to
outdoor water play. Made from aged
wood to ensure resistance to water,
each channel is between 95-100cm
long and 9cm diameter approx. Set
of 8. For ages 3yrs+.
EY04952 €121.95

SET OF

8

1

2

Water Channelling
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3

2

n Children can become
architects of their own play

n A multitude of
configurations can be
achieved

n Use with buckets, cars,
water trays, funnels etc

n Great for independent or
group play

n A lightweight and easy to move outdoor activity

n Encourages problem solving and reasoning

n Great for open-ended play

n Encourages collaborative play, speaking and
listening skills

PIECES
16

1 Water World Set
Children will love playing with these open-ended water
channels. This wonderfully versatile resource enables
children to decide on the layout and configuration.
The plastic towers can be arranged at different heights.
Use with water, balls, cars etc. See the liquid whoosh
along the channelling. One section has pre-drilled holes
to create a waterfall effect. The children can collect the
falling water with buckets and containers
(not included).
The children become mini architects, engineers and
scientists as they experiment and explore the different
challenges. The channels are easily dismantled for
storage (or simply to make smaller lengths). This is an
engaging, versatile, robust resource and is compatible
with numerous other resources eg Active World trays,
water trays, buckets, funnels etc. It can be independent
play or part of a more structured task. It will provide
hours of learning and hours of fun. Set includes:
14 stacking tower pieces, 20 channels (including 4
with holes), and 6 bases. Made from plastic with
metal bases.
For ages 3yrs+.
EY04203 €256.95

2 Water World Accessory Kit
What a great addition to the Water World collection.
Add extra play value with these items. Children can
connect pieces together to create wavy pathways, a
spinning wheel, a stop gate and a stepped,
waterfall section. Use with water, cars, boats
and balls. Made from plastic. Set of 16 pieces: 6
x waterfalls, 6 x wavy channels, 2 x wheels and
2 x stop gates. Size: L28cm approx.
For ages 3yrs+.
EY06242 €67.44

3 Creative Cascade
Creative Cascade has been designed for outdoor water
play and encourages independent and child-led play
as they construct a ‘run’. A fun process involving play,
talk, observation, plans, questions, experiments and
tests. Set comprises four stands and six pipes, made
from industrial strength plastic.
Use the equipment in numerous configurations with
water, vehicles or balls.
For ages 3yrs+.
FWCASD €269.95

1

Water Channelling
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1 Jumbo Guttering & Stands
Bumper sized, wide guttering to provide a rich
assortment of channelling activities. Enjoy pouring
water down the UPVC guttering and then seeing it
swish to the bottom. Because the guttering is a bigger
size; the children can roll different things down the
channels with ease. It fits into our new triangular
Jumbo Guttering Stands. Accessories not included.
For ages 3yrs+.
EY06698 Jumbo Guttering 5 pk (Size: L100 x W16cm) €109.95
EY07267 Jumbo Stands 4 pk (Size: L10 x W19 x H86cm) €109.95

2 Water Channelling Stands
Made from powder coated steel, these frames are both
strong and light to carry. Designed to allow channelling
pieces to be constructed at different levels. Suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Pack of four in two
different sizes.
For ages 3yrs+.
FWCFRAME Channel Stands 4 pk (Size: H1m) €74.95
EY01150 Mini Channel Stands 4 pk (Size: H40cm) €49.95

3 Water Channels
6 x 1m lengths of plastic water channels. Includes
3 x connectors to join pieces together if required.
For ages 3yrs+.
FWCASD-GUTTER £ €44.99

Key Features
n Encourages

independent learning
and creativity

n Combine with an
Active World Tray to
extend learning

SET OF

4

SET OF

6

1

2

3

Water Channelling
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1 NEW Giant Potion Bottles
Make marvellous mixtures with these
supersized, ornate containers. Imagine
your mud kitchen, home area or
concoctions corner adorned with these
beautiful, practical and safe bottles.
What magical ingredients will you add?
There is something really engaging
about these bottles as they look quite
magical. They are a great inspiration
for mixing, mashing and stirring
ingredients together. Try placing a
message or map inside the bottles.
Use in sand and water activities, in role
play, in counting etc. You could even
put battery lights in the containers to
make them glow in a sensory area. A
truly delightful provocation for exciting
learning opportunities.
EY07350 €39.99

2 Potion Bottles
What potion will you mix in these
appealing, plastic bottles? They have
a magical feel with a faceted stopper
to keep your mixtures safe. We
know children love to add an array
of ingredients from glitter, petals,
leaves, stones etc. Try adding aromas.
Whilst doing so their imaginations are
soaring. They are great for developing
fine motor skills too. They may look like
glass but they are made from a tough,
safe plastic. Ideal for using indoors or
out. Great for mud kitchens, messy
station, sand and water play etc. Add
a sense of awe and wonder to your
experimenting and exploring. They
are available in clear or colours. Please
note: Accessories
are not included.
For ages 18mths+.
Sizes: Clear: H18 x 10cm diameter.
Coloured: H20 x 9cm diameter.
EY07120 6 pk Clear €34.99
EY06701 6 pk Coloured €34.99

2

Coloured

Clear

SET OF

6

SET OF

3
NEW1

Messy Play
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Sometimes the simplest
resources provide the
richest learning opportunities.
This fantastic collection of
messy play resources lend
themselves to an array of
open-ended activities, indoors
and out.

1 Bumper Metal Scoops
A nesting set of metal resources
that can be incorporated into lots
of different learning opportunities.
Children will enjoy scooping
counters, stones, sand and more
in role play scenarios such as
gardening. Designed for little hands
and great for co-ordination skills.
A lovely addition to messy play
activities. Includes 4 scoops. Made
from aluminium. For ages 18mths+.
Sizes: 30cm, 26cm, 22cm and
18cm.

EY06744 €29.95

2 Giant Teapots
Bring something different to your
messy play areas and your role
play scenarios with these super
sized teapots. Inspire imaginations
and creativity. Empty, fill and
pour different materials. Children
will love filling them with water
and incorporating them into their
stories. They make an ideal watering
can. Colourful, appealing and really
engaging. Set includes four teapots
made from plastic.
For ages 3yrs+.
Size: W40 x D26 x H27cm.

EY07165 €53.99

3 Pestle & Mortor Set
Children will enjoy mixing up
creative concoctions in these three
wooden containers. Use with petals,
leaves, snow and other interesting
items. A set of 3, varying in size.
Made from olive wood. For ages
10mths+. Available in 3 sizes.
Small: Top 10cm diameter, bottom
9cm diameter, height 12cm.
Medium: Top 9cm diameter,
bottom 9cm diameter, height 11cm.
Large: Top 8cm diameter, bottom
8cm diameter, height 9cm.

EY07170 €39.99

2

3

SET OF

4

SET OF

3

Messy Play
1 SET OF

4

Messy Play
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n Develop fine motor skills

n Make an igloo, towers,
houses, castles and
much more

n Use with lighting to create
a sensory experience

Create an icy construction with these transparent,
shiny bricks. Make a winter wonderland scene as you
design and build. Children will love stacking these
bricks making houses, towers, castles and ice walls.
You could even make an igloo. Imagine building
with these bricks in real or pretend snow. Made from
resin. Set includes 25 bricks.
Size: Each brick W21 x H7 x D10cm

EY06048 €87.95

Glacier Bricks

SET OF

25
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1 Pretend House Bricks
The size and colour of a house brick, these Pretend Bricks will make
children feel like real little builders. Made from strong foam and ideal for
indoor and outdoor use. Mix sand and water for ‘cement’ and add pretend
building tools for a complete role play experience. Size: L20 x H9 x D6cm.
For ages 3yrs+.
FPREHB 25 Bricks €79.99

2 Brick Stand
A great place to stand your realistic bricks or play with them by stacking
them in patterns or rows etc. It also makes a great giant abacus as well as
a practical storage solution. Holds approx 50 bricks. Made of wood. Size:
L108.5 x W20 x H80cm. For ages 3yrs+.
EY01141 €67.99

3 Pretend Breeze Blocks
Get busy building with these realistic blocks. Children can use them to
imitate life on the building site or for giant construction. Lightweight and
safe if they topple. Size: 18 x 15 x 12cm.
For ages 3yrs+.
EY01170 20 Blocks €107.99

n Bring realistic role play to
life

n Encourage group play and
social interaction

n Lightweight but just like
the real thing

n Mix with different
materials to create a
sensory environment

SET OF

25

SET OF

20

1

2

3

Construction
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1 Lumberjack Logs
Get busy building with these
realistic looking foam Lumberjack
Logs. Made to look like pieces of
real tree, use indoor or out to make
lots of interesting designs. Build
your own log cabin or create a
bridge to hop over. The set includes
discs and logs made from plastic
coated foam. Set includes: 15 logs
and 15 discs. Size: Logs L20 x W8
x D8cm, Discs: L12 x H6 x D6cm.
Wipe clean. For ages 3yrs+.

EY06100 €87.95

2 Stone Wall Rocks
A range of realistic rocks in three
colours. Ideal for role play or using
in small world. Rock size: L18 x D15
x H12cm. For ages 3yrs+.
EY01169 25 Rocks €87.95

3 Ice Bricks
Build a chilly ice cave with these
white bricks. Size: L20 x H9 x D6cm.
For ages 3yrs+.
EY00926 25 Bricks €79.95

SET OF

30

SET OF

25

SET OF

25

2

Build rustic stone walls or caves for mini beasts

n Bring realistic role play to life

n Encourage group play and social interaction

n Lightweight but just like the real thing

n Mix with different materials to create a sensory environment

3

1

Construction
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1 House Hideaway Frames
An easy-to-configure set of poles and connectors
for den building. Contains 36 poles with various
connectors. For ages 3yrs+.
EY01212 €79.99

2 Den Frame
Den Frame kit for use with den frame covers, or for
creating your own den with fabrics. Size: H1 x W1 X
D1m when assembled. It comes with its own storage
bag. For ages 3yrs+.
EY03166 €67.99

3 Giant Pegs
A set of 20 jumbo pegs for building fabulous dens.
Easy to use so that children can create their own special
places. Colours may vary. For ages 3 yrs+.
EY02080 €107.99

1

2

3 SET OF

20

This versatile den frame
is great for use with
den making materials,
allowing children the
freedom to make their
own dens to suit play.

Dens
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Great for literacy - create a reading corner with a difference

Mini

1 NEW Creative Pop Up Den
Just open up the den and it springs
into shape, ready to be decorated
and crawled into to enjoy a cosy
and welcoming space. Easy to
assemble and pack away. This den
can be decorated in various ways
to make a lovely environment.
Children love to be in their own,
bespoke spaces. They can select
different materials to drape over the
structure. Try sparkly materials for a
glittery cave or metallics for a space
theme. Use the den to create a little
hideaway. It can also can be used
to divide areas. A lovely addition to
your setting.
EY07288 Mini €54.95
EY07289 Medium €69.95

Medium

NEW

NEW

1

Dens
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1 Active World Tray
These versatile trays are simply superb, they have so
many uses! Will you set up a jungle with real plant
cuttings and wooden animals for children to explore,
or will you fill it with water and sail a boat you made
yourself? Eight sided to encourage group play.
Diameter: 94cm. For ages 3yrs+.

TUFF Black €26.99
TUFFG Green €26.99
TUFFB Blue (colour tone may vary) €26.99

2 Active World Adjustable Stand
Adjustable to 3 height positions, this stand allows even
the smallest toddlers the ability to join in the fun.
The height is easily changed by simply clicking
additional pieces into the frame. Manufactured from
powder coated tubular steel and featuring non-slip
plastic feet. Assembled size: 87 x 87cm,
heights: 30, 40 and 50cm.
FU00202 €94.95

3 Active World Tray Cover
This waterproof cover fits snugly over the tray using
elastic and a toggle. Wipe clean, not suitable for
machine washing. Size: 87 x 87cm approx.
EY01034 €25.99 Height adjustable stand

2

n Portable, lightweight trays for use inside or outside

n Durable and stackable

n Different colours for different uses/areas

n Giant 94cm diameter

n Available in black, green
& blue

Protect your tray outdoors

3

1

Active World
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Treasure Island Mat
EY06098

Active World
Grass Mat
FU06924

Seaside Mat
AW13

Transport Mat
EY00257

Town Mat
AW10

Under the Sea Mat
AW4

Alpha Sorting Mat
EY01241

Superhero Mat
EY06097

Animal Park Mat
EY01145

Number Mat
EY01242

Designed by teachers, these Active World
Mats fit snugly into Active World Trays.
They are a great resource for enabling
worlds to come alive and for using messy
materials.

Active World Mats
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Active World Mats

Africa Mat
AW5

Arctic Mat
AW7

Builders Yard Mat
AW3

Fairy Tale Mat
AW6

Enchanted World
Mat
EY06814

n Add natural resources or messy play
materials for a multi-sensory experience

n Ideal for use in Active World Trays or on their
own as play mats

n Wipe-clean mats

Dinosaur Mat
AW8

Farmyard Mat
AW2

Lunar Mat
AW9

Minibeast Mat
AW12



Leave me outdoors
all year round
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Leave me Outdoors

Leave Me Outdoors
Take the classroom outside with this brand
new range of furniture and role play products.
The products an stay outside whatever the
weather.
This exciting new range is manufactured using
a new and innovative MDF which has been
specially developed for use outdoors in all
weathers.
Key Features include:
● MDF is FSC certified and Carb 2 compliant
●Raw Material is weather proof and fungal
resistant
●High durability
●Products use stainless stell fisings and
castors which are corrosion resistant
●Virtually maintenance free. As with indoor
products check fixings regularly.
●Products come with a 5 year guarantee.
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Price: Each €295/ Set 2 €549

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: Each €430

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: Each €495

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €360

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €355/ Set 2

Leave me Outdoors
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Price €799

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €540

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: £899

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €925

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €999

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €1320

Leave me Outdoors
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Leave me Outdoors

Price: £1150
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Price: €625

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €725

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €1275

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €1335

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €540

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €580

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €585

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €799

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €1495

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €845

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €845

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €735

Leave me Outdoors
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Price: €465

Leave me Outdoors
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.creative-activity.co.uk

Head Office
Creative Activity Learning House,

Altnagelvin Industrial Estate,
Trench Road, L’Derry BT47 2ED

Dublin Office
Creative Activity, Unispace Co,

Element 78, 1 George Quay Plaza,
Dublin 2, D022 HW77

UK Office
Creative Activity

Wheatfield Road, Dunnikier
Business Park, Kirkcaldy

KYI 3PD


